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Summary
The Marsh and Harbour sub-catchment area is 1683 hectares in size and is one of six such subcatchment areas within the larger Eastern Yar Catchment. It is located at the eastern extent of the
watercourse which enters the area at Yarbridge and discharges under Embankment Road Bembridge
into Bembridge Harbour.
The area includes part of the town of Brading in the west of the sub-catchment, the villages of St
Helens in the north, the village of Bembridge in the east and the historic centre of the hamlet of
Yaverland in the south.
The underlying geology of the area is complex. In the very south close, to the coast at Yaverland,
there are Wealden series clays eroded by the action of the sea. North of these is a Greensand series
which creates the dramatic coastal formation at Redcliff and a number of rolling sandstone hills from
Yaverland towards Yarbridge. In the east of the area the chalk rises as Bembridge and Culver Downs
with low lying areas to the west and north being clays of the Hamstead Beds and Bembridge Marls.
The Isle of Wight Historic Landscape Characterisation provides information on the character of
today’s landscape based on historic land use and changes to field patterns and enclosure. In this
sub-catchment the landscape has been significantly influenced historically by the Yaverland Manor
and Nunwell House estates.
A large part of this sub-catchment is reclaimed land formerly part of Brading Haven which was once
navigable to Brading High Street. This was first reclaimed in the medieval period with North Marsh
being added in the 16th century, an attempt made to reclaim a large area (similar to Brading
Marshes) in the 17th which failed after the embankment was breached in a storm, and a large area
reclaimed in the late 19th century south of the new Embankment Road and the new railway line
connecting Brading with St Helens and Bembridge. This represents a major change to the landscape
of the area from the medieval period and particularly in the 19th century. Further changes to the
area in the 20th century include extensive residential development in Bembridge, St Helens and
Brading with large scale tourism development at Whitecliff Bay.
Predominantly pastoral in character a few larger arable fields are found in areas where the soil is
lighter due to the geology or land form such as at Hill Farm, Bembridge Farm, Rowborough Farm and
Yaverland Manor Farm. North and west of the chalk downs the fields are bounded by hedgerows
with some hedgerow trees and in the west of the area field trees associated with the parkland of the
Nunwell Estate.
Around 15.6% of the area is woodland with 8.3% of the area being Ancient or Replanted Ancient
Woodland. Woodland is dispersed throughout the sub catchment with a slight concentration in the
northwest of the area.
Field Patterns make up 31.2% of the area with Enclosure being 9.9%, Amalgamated Fields 8.3% and
Re-organised Field Patterns 6.8% of the area.
Development (Settlement, Communications, Industry, Military & Defence, and Recreation) makes up
29.8% of the area.

Key management issues


Hedgerow management – appropriate management of existing hedgerows and potential
restoration of historic hedgerows as effective stock boundaries and an important
contributor to the landscape character of the area.



Urban pressures – particularly in areas defined as Landscape Improvement Zones in the Isle
of Wight Landscape Character Assessment but also across pasturelands in smaller field
parcels and close to urban edges. In this area there is particular pressure from recreational
development such as caravan and camping parks and from smaller scale equestrian
development which should be encouraged to have sympathetic landscaping and land
management approaches.



Change of use / re-use of development sites – such as holiday parks, business parks etc.



Flood plain management – investigation into sympathetic approaches to restore a more
naturalised watercourse through Brading Marshes and the landscape and biodiversity value
that this would bring.



Archaeological feature recording and conservation- throughout the area but in particular
associated with the former Brading Haven its influence on settlements and features relating
to reclamation of land through history.



Public Access – relating to Brading Marshes, the old railway line, links to major settlement
and provision of access for all, and strategic links to create safe off road routes.

Eastern Yar Catchment Area

The map above shows the complete Eastern Yar Catchment area with each of its six sub catchments.
This report is concentrating on the Eastern Yar Marsh & Harbour sub-catchment.

Eastern Yar Marsh and Harbour sub-catchment
The following map shows the Eastern Yar Marsh & Harbour sub-catchment area. It also shows the
viewpoints from which panoramic photographs have been taken.
Some 1683 hectares in size the area includes the part of the historic former port town of Brading,
the villages of Bembridge and St Helens, the historic centre of the hamlet of Yaverland and a number
of more isolated farmsteads. The catchment area falls within the modern civil parishes of St Helens,
Bembridge, Brading and Sandown.

Location from
which panoramic
photographs were
taken

View from Bembridge Down looking north northeast.

View from Bembridge Down looking west.

The watercourse
The Eastern Yar enters this sub-catchment area just north of Yarbridge and flows through the Marsh
& Harbour sub-catchment at an elevation of less than 10 metres (AOD) finally joining Bembridge
Harbour at South Quay just north of Embankment Road.
The watercourse flows through this low lying marsh land all of which has been either drained or
reclaimed from the historic Brading Haven.
From Yarbridge to the just beyond the Great Sluice the watercourse meanders and is fed by a series
of ditches draining the adjacent pasture farmland. This area was drained and reclaimed partly in the
late 13th century (around Yarbridge) and mostly in the late 16th century (between Yarbridge and the
Great Sluice).
Further reclaimation took place into the early 17th century including the building of an embankment
between St Helens (which was then the port) and Bembridge. However this was short lived as in
1630 a storm breached the defence changed the harbour entrance moving it over towards
Bembridge and reflooding the land up to the Great Sluice. A further attempt was made to reclaim
the land in 1699 but abandoned until 1877 when the current embankment was constructed and
opened to traffic in 1882. The watercourse in this area has been re-profiled and channelled into a
large linear canal (the original route of the river can still be seen) and then passes under
Embankment Road close to South Quay. At this point the Eastern Yar flows into Bembridge Harbour.

Early photograph of Brading Haven taken from Brading Down in 1870s before the most extensive
extensive reclaimation.

The wider landscape – an overview
The Isle of Wight Landscape Character Assessment describes the landscape of the whole of the Isle
of Wight and defines eleven distinct Landscape Character Types outside of settlement areas across
the county. Below are listed the Landscape Types occuring in the Marsh and Harbour subcatchment:







Harbours and Creeks (former Brading Haven)
Landscape Improvement Zones (Whitecliff Bay, and Yaverland)
Traditional Enclosed Pasture (north of Brading and west of St Helens)
Southern Coastal Farmland (Yaverland Red Cliff)
Chalk Downland (Bembridge and Culver Downs)
Northern Woodland (Rowborough)

The Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) of the Isle of Wight identifies and describes Historic
Landscape Character Types based on present land use, land management and settlement patterns
which reflect different historical processes in their formation. It also defines and describes the past
landscape character of the Isle of Wight, using a variety of sources, in order to better understand
how this past landscape character has influenced the present historic landscape character of the
area. The Marsh & Harbour sub-catchment falls within the Northern Lowlands, East Wight Chalk
Ridge and Brading, St Helens and Bembridge HLC Types with the detailed HLC database providing
information on individual land parcels, enclosure, time depth, boundaries and other historic
environment information.
The south of the sub catchment is within the Isle of Wight Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(Yarbridge, Bembridge and Culver Downs, Red Cliff, Forelands and the Whitecliff Bay).

Landscape change
The Historic Environment Action Plan (HEAP) is based on the findings of the Historic Landscape
Characterisation and describes broad HLC Areas across the Isle of Wight. As mentioned earlier the
Eastern Yar Marsh & Harbour sub-catchment is within the Northern Lowlands, East Wight Chalk
Ridge and Brading, St Helens and Bembridge HEAP Areas. From this and other documentary sources
we can infer that the principal historical processes in the sub-catchment include:
Brading, St Helens and Bembridge (large part of the area including Bembridge and St Helens)



















A significant area of what is marshland today was once navigable water known as Brading
Haven.
Brading Haven is likely to have been used to transport goods to and from Brading Roman
Villa (just west of the sub-catchment).
The area fell within the Anglo-Saxon mother parish of Brading, out of which the parishes of
Yaverland and St Helens were taken in medieval times.
Manors recorded in the Domesday Book include Sandown, Yaverland, Brading, and
Woolverton (sic).
Bembridge Limestone forms outcrops on the coastline between St Helens and Whitecliff Bay
and a number of beach quarries were worked in the medieval period.
Brading Church (St Mary) is thought to be of Anglo-Saxon origin but the earliest surviving
work is 12th century in date. Yaverland Church (St John the Baptist) is 12th century.
The medieval town of Brading was established in the 12th century at the head of Brading
Haven which was navigable to a quay just east of the High Street.
St Helens Priory was established in the 12th century (just north of the sub-catchment). St
Helens Church was built as part of the Priory but later used as the parish church.
St Helens was the principal port in the area with a medieval regular-row plan settlement
with a green north of the Haven.
St Helens is thought to have been the landing place for a French invasion of the Isle of Wight
in 1340 but there are no records of extensive destruction.
Within Bembridge Isle the pattern seems to be one of dispersed farmsteads with a hamlet at
Bembridge itself. The 1793 OS map shows an unusually regular pattern of near parallel
roads with connecting tracks at right angles with farmsteads situated along these roads.
These farmsteads and roads are linked with a very regular pattern of enclosed strips, clearly
the remains of a medieval open-field system but may have originated as a co-axial field
system of prehistoric or Roman origin.
To the west of Bembridge more irregular former open-field has been enclosed with a less
regular pattern with sinuous boundaries by the late 18th century. At this date there were a
number of small dispersed farmsteads at Wolverton, Longlands, Bembridge Farm, Hillway
with Glovers Farm and Peacock Hill Farm forming the loci of a small hamlet.
At Yaverland the church and manor complex lies at the foot of Bembridge Down with a small
hamlet of Yaverland Street developing to the south.
The medieval manorial settlement of Wolverton was abandoned but earthworks, ditches,
stone foundations can still be found on site within the ancient woodland of Centurion’s
Copse.
In the late 13th century the lord of Yaverland Manor built a causeway to connect his lands to
Brading at Yarbridge. Before this date the only way across was by ferryman at the north of





















Brading Haven or by a causeway which could only be used at low tide at Morton which may
have been created during the Roman period to connect the Villa to the south coast. It is
after this date that the name ‘Binbridge’ and ‘infra pontem’ are first recorded and Kokeritz
suggests that this stems from Old English for ‘inside the bridge’.
In the 13th century some land to the south of Yarbridge was reclaimed to be used as grazing
marsh.
Land was reclaimed from the Brading Haven by the Oglander and Richards families in the
16th century known as North Marsh to the north east of Brading and also land west of the
old seawall. The old quay close to the High Street could no longer function so a new quay
was built at the end of Wall Lane.
A much larger reclamation scheme took place in the 17th century using Dutch engineers but
the embankment built to hold back the tide was breeched in 1630 and the area reverted to a
tidal inlet.
Before the land was reclaimed the Haven was an important location for fishing and oyster
beds.
Until the 17th century the Haven was entered from an opening on the St Helens side with the
‘Duver’ being shown as an area projecting out from the Bembridge side of the harbour
mouth. It is possible that the same storm that breeched the embankment in 1630 also re
profiled the harbour entrance creating a new spit of sand on the St Helens side with the
opening shifting towards Bembridge as it is today.
19th century tidal mill was built (on the edge of the sub catchment) on the western edge of
the harbour.
Final reclamation of the Brading Haven took place in the late 19th century when the current
embankment was constructed across the mouth of the Haven to carry vehicles and the new
Brading to St Helens railway line on to a station at Bembridge. The Royal Spithead Hotel and
a railway station were built at the Bembridge end of the new line (both since demolished).
The railway branch line from Brading to Bembridge ran through this sub-catchment area
opening in the late 19th century and closing in the mid 1950s.
The Ryde to Shanklin railway line still operates with the Grade II listed Brading Station being
located on the eastern side of the town of Brading.
In the early 20th century the railway line led to St Helens Quay once again becoming an
important location for commercial shipping of goods and freight. This ceased in the 1950s
after the closure of the railway and a gradual reduction in commercial shipping. The
Harbour itself was sold and became a leisure facility with marina and houseboats in the
1960s.
Bembridge Airport was established in the 1920s.
The villages of St Helens and Bembridge and town of Brading expanded in the 19th and 20th
centuries.
The National Trust owns the Grade I listed Bembridge Windmill, land on Bembridge and
Culver Downs and at St Helens Duver.
The RSPB owns much of Brading Marshes.

East Wight Chalk Ridge (Bembridge and Culver Downs)















After the end of the Ice Age most of the landscape including the chalk downs became
wooded.
There is evidence of clearance of small areas of downland as early as the 4th millenium BC
Extensive woodland clearance for grazing and culivation took place from the Bronze Age
from 2300 BC with burial mounds also being constructed on the downland at this time.
Chalk downland was apportioned between individual manors within each parish and was
often named after these manors. Much of this land was used as manorial common grazing
in medieval times.
Defensive beacons were sited on the chalk downs during the medieval period to warn of
French attacks – one of these was sited on Bembridge Down.
Downland enclosure took place from the post medieval period onwards.
Small chalk pits at the base of the downs are probably post-medieval in date and associatted
with marling of fields or making lime. Chalk was also used as a building material close to the
downs.
The strategic importance of Bembridge and Culver Downs led to their use for military
installations in the 19th and 20th centuries. Bembridge Fort was built in the 1860s and Culver
Battery completed in 1906 (the access road up onto the down was built at this time). Both
sites were used in WWI and WWII. There are various other minor military structures such as
boundary stones, anti-aircraft gun positions etc.
The Yarborough Monument was initially erected on Bembridge Down in 1849 and moved to
Culver Down by 1862 due to the building of Bembridge Fort.
Coastguard Cottages were built on Culver Down in 1890 and replaced in 1903 by those still
there today.
The National Trust acquired Bembridge and Culver Down in 1967 and allowed the public
access via the road to a number of small car parks.

Northern Lowlands (a very small area of this extensive HLC Type west of St Helens, including Hill
Farm and Rowbrough).





Mosiac of woodland, damp clay heath and drier gravel heath areas. There may be some
evidence of modification of woodland vegetation as far back as the Neolithic period which
led to the disappearance of native Lime woodland.
Much of the Northern Lowlands was not a primary settlement area in the Anglo-Saxon
period and was probably used initially for wood pasture or heathland grazing.
Woodland was assarted to create fields for grazing or arable cultivation from the medieval
period.

There are one hundred and four Listed Buildings in the sub-catchment area. Four of these are Grade
I (Yaverland Manor, St John the Baptist Church Yaverland, Bembridge Windmill, St Mary’s Church
Brading). A small part of the Nunwell Park and Garden of National Importance is located close to the
western boundary of the sub-catchment.
There are twelve Local List enteries in the sub-catchment.
There are two scheduled monuments (Bembridge Fort, Bowl Barrow on Culver Down), and four
hundred and ninety other undesignated sites and monuments in the sub-catchment.

Detailed analysis of HLC data
Using ArcView GIS software an analysis of the HLC has provided the following detailed information
for the Eastern Yar Marsh and Harbour sub-catchment area.

Eastern Yar Catchment
Marsh & Harbour sub-catchment
Broad HLC Types
Field Patterns

4.9% 3.4%

Development

6.3%

Woodland

8.8%

31.2%
Open Land
Coastal

15.6%

Valley Floor

29.8%
Parkland / Designed Landscape

It can be seen that the three largest Broad HLC
Types within this sub catchment are:
Field Patterns (31.2%)
Development (29.8%) for the purposes of this
report we have combined a number of Broad
HLC Types to create a Development Type
(Communications, Industry, Military and
Defence, Recreation, Settlement)
Woodland (15.6%
This report will now consider
each of these HLC Types in
turn to better understand the
time depth and changes that
have created the historic
landscape character of the
Eastern Yar Marsh & Harbour
sub-catchment.

Field Patterns
Within this Broad HLC Type there are a number of descriptive sub types the proportion of each is
shown in the following chart:

Field Patterns by sub type
3%

Field Patterns Amalgamated Fields

5%

Field Patterns Assart(s)

26%

Field Patterns Enclosed Downland
Field Patterns Enclosed Open Field Strips

22%

Field Patterns Enclosed Open Field/Open Field
Furlongs
Field Patterns Enclosed Parkland

5%

13%

Field Patterns Enclosed Waste/Common/Green

5%
2%

Field Patterns Enclosed Pasture or Meadow

6%

5%
9%

Field Patterns Re-organised Field Pattern
Field Patterns Sub-divided Fields
Field Patterns Unidentified Enclosure Type

This map shows the distribution of the various field
patterns across the sub-catchment.

Amalgamated fields
These are fields that consist of a
number of historic fields that have
been joined together; they differ from
fields classified as ‘Re-organised’ (see
below) in that they still show evidence
of the earlier field patterns.
Amalgamation may have occurred at
various periods through history. For
the Marsh & Harbour sub-catchment
these have been mapped on the left.
It can be seen that amalgamation of
fields took place in the 19th and 20th
centuries. In the north of the area at
Hill Farm in the west of the area at
Rowborough Farm and Nunwell Farm,
and in the south at Yaverland Farm,
Longland Farm and Bembridge Farm.

Assarts
Fields that were created for cultivation or
grazing through the removal of
woodland, a process also known as
assarting, are known as assarts. Assarting
has taken place in this landscape as far
back as Neolithic times and was
particularly intensive on the down land in
the Bronze Age. More recent assarting
took place in the medieval period.
It can be seen that assarting is
concentrated in the north west of the
sub-catchment in the Northern Lowlands
area both in the medieval period and 19th
century with a further area of medieval
assarts close to Steyne Wood.

Enclosure
The map shows the extent of areas identified as having been enclosed.
Enclosure took place across the subcatchment outside of the area of the
former Brading Haven and was
particularly extensive in the medieval
and post medieval periods. Enclosure of
parts of Bembridge Down and a small
area of the parkland took place in the
20th century.
Enclosed Downland An area on the
northern slope of Bembridge Down close
to Bembridge Farm was enclosed during
the medieval period. A more extensive
area of down at the western end of
Bembridge Down was enclosed in the
20th century.
Enclosed Open Field / Open Field
Furlongs Occurring in the medieval
period north of Bembridge Airport and
post medieval period west of Yaverland
Manor, in the valley bottom between
south of Bembridge Down and north of
Yaverland Manor and a small area north
of St Helens village.
Enclosed Waste / Common / Green. Occurring in the medieval period and located west of West
Green St Helens and west of Bembridge Windmill and Mill Farm.
Enclosed Open Field Strips. Occurring in the post medieval period at Whitecliff Bay, Forelands Fields,
Steyne Cross and west of St Helens village at Carpenters.
Enclosed Pasture or Meadow. Occurring in the post medieval period in one large area east of
Rowborough Lane, south of Carpenters Road and north of Vicarage Lane. A small area of 16th
century enclosure is located just within the sub catchment on its northern boundary close to the old
St Helens Church at St Helens Duver.
Enclosed Parkland. There is a small area of enclosed parkland on the western edge of the sub
catchment occurring in the 20th century and associated with the Nunwell Estate.
Unidentified Enclosure. There are two areas within the sub catchment that have been enclosed but
their original character is unidentified. The first is an area around Mill Farm and Steyne Farm dating
from the medieval period and the second is an area just west of Hillway of unknown date.

Re-organised fields

These fields have been reorganised through the removal of
boundaries between previously
smaller fields to create large field
parcels. Unlike ‘Amalgamated
Fields’ they show little evidence (if
any) of the former fields or have
had their boundaries significantly
altered.
In this sub-catchment the earliest
re-organisation occurs in the Post
Medieval period and is located
south of Carpenters Road opposite
Hill Farm. Other re-organisation
occurs in the 19th and 20th
centuries and is located
throughout the sub catchment
(particularly on Yaverland Manor
Farm, Bembridge Farm and
Carpenters Farm land).

Sub-divided fields
There is only one small area within this
sub catchment of sub-divided fields
located in the very north of the area
south of Eddington Road.

Field patterns by era.
This map shows the distribution of field patterns by
era across the Marsh and Harbour sub-catchment
area. It can be seen that there is evidence of
change in the landscape from the medieval period
right through to the 20th century. 19th and 20th
century changes are associated with farmsteads such
as Yaverland Manor Farm, Carpenters Farm and
Bembridge Farm.

Coastal
Coastal characteristics are located around Bembridge Harbour at St Helens Duver, Bembridge Point
and adjacent to Embankment Road. An area of eroding coastal slope is shown at Whitecliff Bay.

Open Land
Downland Open Land is located on Culver and
Bembridge Down. Open Land Scrub is located close
to Bembridge Harbour, close to Brading sewage
treatment works and along the coastline between
Whitecliff Bay and Forelands.

Valley Floor
Valley Floor characteristics are divided
into three sub-types.
Reclaimed Land. This relates to the former
Brading Haven which was once navigable
to the Medieval town of Brading and over
many centuries has been drained and
turned into grazing marsh. Post Medieval
reclamation occurred north east of
Yarbridge up to the location of the Great
Sluice, and in a small area north of the
aircraft works at Bembridge Airport. The
North Marsh (north of the old railway line
and Brading) was reclaimed in the 16th
century. The rest of the area east of the
Great Sluice was reclaimed in the 19th
century.
Enclosed Pasture or Meadow. In two
locations, the first from Brading car park
east over the old railway line to the
marshes a large area enclosed in the Post
Medieval period and the second south of
the Great Sluice of unknown date.
Valley Floor Woodlands. A small area south of Centurion’s Hill alongside an area of enclosed pasture
or meadow.

Woodland
Woodland areas are fairly dispersed
within the Marsh and Harbour subcatchment. The common factor being
that the only woodland found on the
reclaimed land is secondary woodland.
Secondary woodland is also found
elsewhere in the sub-catchment north
of the downs, close to the coastal
slope, close to Bembridge Harbour and
on the edges of Ancient Woodland at
Centurion’s Copse.
Ancient Woodland is located close to
Yaverland Manor, at Steyne Wood,
Knowles Copse, Spring Copse and Eight
Acre Copse (close to Hill Farm) and
Peakyclose Copse. A number of areas
of Replanted Ancient Woodland are
found in the northwest of the subcatchment at Lower and Little
Rowborough Copses. All small area of
Plantation is located to the east of Little
Rowborough Copse.

This map shows the same woodland by era.
Ancient Woodland is largely given ‘Unknown
date’ as era but by definition should date from
prior to 1600.

Development
This map shows the distribution of
development through the subcatchment. This category includes
settlement, communications, industry,
recreation and mineral workings.
Medieval development is found in
Brading, St Helens, Yaverland, Peacock
Hill, Steyne Farm, Forelands and St
Helens Duver.
Development in the sub-catchment
increased in the 19th century and
substantially increased in the 20th
century (particularly in the village of
Bembridge, and recreational
development around Whitecliff Bay).
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26.1%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

#DIV/0!

2.9%

5.3%

13.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

#DIV/0!

2.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

2.2%

0.0%

0.0%

#DIV/0!

0.5%

Field Patterns
Amalgamated Fields
Assart(s)
Enclosed Downland
Enclosed Open Field Strips
Enclosed Open Field/ Open Field
Furlongs
Enclosed Parkland
Enclosed Pasture or Meadow
Enclosed Waste/Common/Green
Re-organised Field Pattern
Sub-divided Fields

Grand Total

Medieval

Coastal

0.0%

8.7%

33.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

#DIV/0!

1.5%

15.8%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

#DIV/0!

1.5%

0.0%

4.3%

0.0%

0.0%

9.7%

23.8%

16.7%

8.9%

0.0%

0.0%

#DIV/0!

6.8%

0.0%

0.0%

33.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

2.2%

0.0%

0.0%

#DIV/0!

1.0%

10.5%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

3.7%

#DIV/0!

1.5%

Industry

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

4.8%

16.7%

8.9%

0.0%

0.0%

#DIV/0!

2.9%

Military and Defence

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

6.5%

0.0%

0.0%

2.2%

0.0%

0.0%

#DIV/0!

1.5%

Open Land

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

4.8%

0.0%

13.3%

10.3%

29.6%

#DIV/0!

8.8%

Parkland/Designed Landscape

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

100.0%

12.9%

4.8%

16.7%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

#DIV/0!

3.4%

Recreation

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

4.8%

0.0%

4.4%

17.2%

0.0%

#DIV/0!

3.9%

Settlement

26.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

22.6%

9.5%

50.0%

20.0%

44.8%

7.4%

#DIV/0!

20.0%

Valley Floor

0.0%

21.7%

33.3%

0.0%

3.2%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

11.1%

#DIV/0!

4.9%

Woodland

5.3%

26.1%

0.0%

0.0%

9.7%

9.5%

0.0%

15.6%

17.2%

29.6%

#DIV/0!

15.6%

Ancient Woodland

0.0%

26.1%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

25.9%

#DIV/0!

6.3%

Plantation

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

3.2%

0.0%

0.0%

2.2%

3.4%

0.0%

#DIV/0!

1.5%

Replanted Ancient Woodland

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

4.4%

6.9%

0.0%

#DIV/0!

2.0%

Secondary Woodland

5.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

6.5%

9.5%

0.0%

8.9%

6.9%

3.7%

#DIV/0!

5.9%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

#DIV/0!

100.0%

Unidentified Enclosure Type

Grand Total

